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Abstract

In this paper we focus on a number of issues regarding special structure in the relevance feedback learning problem, most notably the effects of image selection based on partial relevance on the clustering behavior of examples. We propose a simple scheme, aspect-based image search, which directly addresses these issues. The scheme additionally allows for natural simulation of the relevance feedback process. By means of simulation we analyze retrieval performance, sensitivity to feature errors, and demonstrate the value of taking into account partial relevance for a database of decoration designs.

1. Introduction

As image content interpretation is both user- and task-dependent, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) revolves to an important extent around the task of interactively reaching an understanding of what a user is looking for. The most natural type of interaction is generally to ask the user to provide feedback regarding the relevance of results directly in terms of the presented images: by analyzing indicated relevant (positive) and irrelevant (negative) example images, the system may achieve an improved result in the next round. Direct feedback in terms of images is particularly convenient given that, unlike for text documents, relevance of images can truly be determined “at-a-glance”. Recent reviews of the state-of-the-art of relevance feedback in CBIR are given in [14] and [13].

As it is clear that the importance of image features representing the image content will differ from query to query, much research has been aimed at feature re-weighting (e.g. [7], [8]). The aim is to use relevance feedback data to determine feature weights, in for instance similarity metrics or relevance measures, in accordance with the importance of the associated features to the user in that query. For example, [8] update weights of different feature classes by using the inverse variance of the positive examples, thereby giving higher weights to features for which the positives are relatively close together. Many variants of this approach have been proposed (e.g. [2], [5]) typically based on the idea of assigning higher weights to features in which positives cluster, while negatives remain separated.

In many recent approaches the feedback images are taken as training samples and are used to train a classifier or other learners for predicting the (ir)relevance of the database images. Typically two classes or levels of relevance are assumed; extensions to more levels are sometimes straightforward (e.g. [8]), but may incur the cost of a less natural interaction with the user. Examples of such learning approaches to relevance feedback are: support vector machines [11], boosting [10], decision trees [3], and nearest neighbors [12].

In the following we discuss some issues regarding the special nature of the relevance feedback learning problem. In particular we focus on the effects of example selection by partial relevance on the clustering behavior of examples. This will be especially important for retrieval systems for which after initial query specification typically no representatives of the desired target class are available, but only images that are relevant in some, partial, sense. Next we discuss a simple scheme that addresses this special structure, and introduce a novel simulation approach which is used to explore the feasibility and various measures of performance of the scheme.

Throughout this article we use a concrete application to illustrate concepts and procedures: a retrieval system for on-demand delivery of decoration designs, e.g. wallpaper or textile pattern designs; for the simulation study we use a commercial image database of tie designs. As main scenario we take a customer who is initially presented with a random selection of designs, say on a large screen in a store or through a web interface. By clicking the images he may express his preferences and dislikes, thereby iteratively guiding the system through the database based on his aesthetic appreciation and the designs he has in mind.
2. Special structure in the relevance feedback learning problem

As a learning problem we cannot treat relevance feedback analysis as a standard two-class, relevant versus irrelevant, classification problem; we mention the following issues:

**Small sample learning problem.** It has often been recognized (e.g. [14]) that the relevance feedback problem is a *small sample* learning problem. The number of example images depends on the willingness of the user to cooperate but is generally small, say at most 10 examples per feedback cycle, whereas the dimension of the feature space is large (often higher than 100).

Figure 1: Shown are a target image (representing a simple user query for images of this type) and an image that the user has selected as a positive example. Also shown are histograms of database values for three (hypothetical) features: "presence of horizontal stripes", a feature measuring some characteristic of ground texture, and "presence of blue ground". The plus sign indicates the feature values of the example image; the $T$ symbol indicates target values desired by the user. The example image is selected based on a single feature, viz. the possession of horizontal stripes. No positive feedback for other features was intended; as a consequence, such features will receive feedback on values that are (approximately) random draws from the feature value distributions. This often leads to misleading evidence, as is illustrated by the two other features shown here.

The small sample sizes typically encountered for relevance feedback disqualify many of the standard learning methods unless special measures are taken (e.g. [11]). As an aside we note that feature heterogeneity is often high as well and is to be taken into account: we must deal with a combination of numerical and discrete features, and with various high dimensional feature spaces with their own similarity metric (e.g. MPEG-7 descriptors, [4]). In our case, binary variables representing additional semantic categories obtained through manual annotation are also available.

**Example selection by partial relevance.** When a user selects an image as feedback he generally does so based on *partial* relevance of the image. This means that he finds one or a few aspects in that image to be of relevance; however, not all salient aspects present in the image need to be relevant, nor need all aspects of interest be present in the image.

For features other than those by which an image was chosen, which is often the large majority, the feedback received is thus to a large extent random: positive feedback is given for feature values, for which no such feedback was intended. As a consequence positive examples often give misleading evidence. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Examples will tend to cluster at feature values that are most common in the database, thus interfering with the identification of the proper regions of relevance. This is related to the next issue.

**Skewness of feature value distributions.** Features often have value distributions that are highly skewed. This is particularly the case for features directly marking the presence of specific salient properties. As examples one may think of binary features such as "has-colored-stripes", "contains-a-paisley-motif" or "is-a-tartan". For many such features, the great majority of images will not possess the aspect thus leading to highly skewed value distributions. Also, if we take a feature measuring yellow-ness, say divided into three classes: "no yellow", "some yellow" and "very yellow", then by far most of the database images will be in the first class and, relatively, very few will be in the last.

Figure 2: Diagram shows examples of feature value histograms (a, b), and a density function (c), and potential feedback for (a) a binary feature; (b) a discrete feature; and (c) a continuous feature. For each case, two positive examples were chosen based on the feature shown; the remaining examples are chosen based on other features.

The clustering effect of example selection by partial relevance is amplified by the skewness in feature value distributions as illustrated in Figure 2. Even though negative exam-
amples may counteract the misleading clustering of positives to some extent, learning methods will generally be influenced by the relatively small fraction of feature values for which feedback was actually intended, and the unintended concentration of positive examples. This also holds for many feature re-weighting approaches as they are usually based on the variation or clustering behavior of example feature values.

Not a two-class classification problem. Given the partial relevance issue described above it is already clear that viewing relevance feedback learning as a standard two class classification problem is an oversimplification. Images may be relevant in some aspects but not relevant in others. Also, if we do divide the images in two distinct classes, viz. those that are (fully) relevant and those that are not, we run into problems. First, true representatives of the former class are generally hard to come by initially, and second, the latter class will be very diverse and hard to represent with few examples.

Our main conclusion is that given that examples are often selected based on partial relevance, we must beware of its effects. The way we go about this will be by defining natural units of relevance, aspects, and their importance or saliency based on their frequency of occurrence in the database. These will allow us to take into account feedback on feature values only if it is sufficiently strong in comparison to feedback expected from neutral user behavior. In the following we discuss a simple scheme that implements these ideas.

3. Aspect-based image search

Features measure a variety of image quantities, where given a certain search task, some will matter to image relevance and others will not (neutral features). When a feature matters we should find out which feature values influence relevance positively, and which negatively. Note that only for neutral features, any feature value has (approximately) the same effect on image relevance, i.e. no effect. For “relevant features”, not only will there be feature values that lead to higher perceived relevance, but there must always also be feature values that make images less relevant. We will not analyze the relevance of features as a whole, separately from the relevance assignment to feature values, but rather directly analyze the relevance of an image having feature values satisfying certain conditions or belonging to a certain set. We consider for instance the influence of “high complexity”, where “high” is defined as a range of complexity feature values.

To be more precise, we will treat images as collections of “aspects”, where we understand an aspect simply as a property which an image either has or has not, and for which we intend to resolve its effect on perceived relevance as a unit. Aspects can thus be explicitly defined in terms of a condition on feature values, but also live solely in the “eye of the beholder”. In the following we will mainly consider the former type of aspects: derived binary features that model a specific perceptual quality.

There are two main reasons why we choose to employ aspects as an intermediary conceptual layer between the features and relevance estimates. First, it provides a simple and convenient framework for modeling partial relevance. Each aspect can be considered as either neutral, relevance enhancing (positive, or simply relevant) or relevance inhibiting (negative). In this way we can model a search task as a collection of positive, neutral and negative aspects. The relevance of an image can then be evaluated directly in terms of the aspects in this collection (“I appreciate this, but I do not like that.”) Second, it allows us to associate a frequency of occurrence in the database to such “unit of relevance”: for every aspect, we define the aspect image frequency $p_{ab}$, as the fraction of images in the database that possess the aspect. In the next section this measure will be related to the saliency of the aspect, allowing us to detect meaningful clustering and to discern neutral from positive and negative aspects. Construction of aspects is discussed in section 5.2.

As an illustrative example, suppose a user is interested in finding tie designs that: (i) have a blue background; (ii) have simple round motifs that are relatively far apart; and (iii) have high contrast between motifs and ground. Depending on the available features, we can translate this to requirements in terms of aspects. Some aspects are clearly positive, e.g. blue-ness of the ground should be high, dominant motif shape should be round, and relative amount of background should be high. Aspects in opposition to relevant aspects are negative, e.g. the user does not want squares, or a ground that is red. Additional negative aspects may come up during the feedback process, e.g. a user may decide that he is in fact not interested in yellow motifs. Other aspects are neutral, for example the user may not care about the pattern in the ground: it may be plain or have some texture.

4. Selection and relevance ranking

In the following we assume feedback example selection is facilitated by presenting images in clickable selection displays, each consisting of a grid of a fixed number of, say 50, thumbnail images. The number of images inspected per cycle may be larger as the user can leaf through the selection displays, or “reset” for a new random selection. Additional selection displays may be available, for instance offering “most-informative-images” (e.g. [14]). The sequential or-
dering of the images is either random in the first cycle (or based on an initial query mechanism, e.g. keyword-based), or by relevance ranking in subsequent cycles. The positive examples and (negative) counterexamples are collected in positive and negative example sets.

At each cycle of the feedback process the user updates the examples in the example sets by either: (i) selecting new images as positive or negative examples adding them to their respective sets; (ii) by removing images from the sets, i.e. the sets are preserved unless specific images are no longer deemed representative enough and are deleted explicitly.

In the aspect-based image search approach we use the feedback data available at the end of each cycle foremost to establish the effect (neutral, positive or negative) of the various aspects. The main idea on how to go about this is the following: as the user selects an image as feedback example based on one or a few positive or negative aspects, possession of the other aspects will approximately follow the distribution of aspect possession in the database. We are interested in finding those aspects for which the user has actively selected more examples with that aspect than may be expected to arise by chance only, i.e. as a side product of selection by other aspects. As for each aspect we know its expected to arise by chance only, i.e. as a side product of selection by other aspects. As for each aspect we know its associated aspect image frequency and the number of positive and negatives with given aspect can be modeled as binomial variables with probability parameter $p_{db}$:

$$N^+ \sim B(n^+, p_{db}), \quad \text{and} \quad N^- \sim B(n^-, p_{db}).$$

We intend to select aspects as positive or negative, only if there is sufficiently strong evidence supporting this decision relative to the independence hypotheses. We do so by first assessing the probabilities of finding the same or a higher number of example images with the given aspects as in the current example sets. If we select only those aspects for which these probability values are below a certain threshold, $p^+_a$ (resp. $p^-_a$), we limit the probability of the error of erroneously deciding that the aspect is not neutral.

More formally, we define two $p$-values associated with the respective hypotheses

$$p^+(N^+) = \frac{n^+}{\sum_{i=N^+}^{n^+} \binom{n^+}{i} p_{db}^i (1 - p_{db})^{n^+ - i}},$$

with $p^-(N^-)$ defined analogously. See also Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Shown are two aspects, $a$ and $b$, with their respective aspect image frequencies $p_{db}$, and 6 positive feedback examples (+’s) for both aspects: 2 examples with aspect $a$, 4 without. For aspect $a$ the number of examples with aspect is unlikely if we assume the aspect is neutral to the user, indicating that this may be a positive aspect. For aspect $b$ the feedback data does not contradict the independence hypothesis. Associated $p$-values are 0.033 and 0.58 , respectively.

4.1. Independence hypotheses

Let $n^+$ ($n^-$) be the total number of positive (negative) images selected, which we take to be fixed, and $N^+$ ($N^-$) be the number of positive (negative) examples that possess the aspect. For each aspect, we consider two hypotheses, $H^+_a$ and $H^-_a$, stating that the aspect behaves as if it were neutral to the user in regard to the accumulation of positive (resp. negative) examples. Under these hypotheses we model aspect possession of an example image as a Bernoulli variable with probability $p_{db}$; consequently, the number of positives and negatives with given aspect can be modeled as binomial variables with probability parameter $p_{db}$:

$$N^+ \sim B(n^+, p_{db}), \quad \text{and} \quad N^- \sim B(n^-, p_{db}).$$

4.2. Adaptive $p$-values

The $p$-values $p^+_a$ and $p^-_a$ are probabilities of erroneously selecting an aspect as positive or negative when it is neutral.
When we reduce these values, thereby raising the number of examples required for selection, we increase the probability of missing actual positive and negative aspects.

As evidence is expected to accumulate in subsequent feedback cycles, we use the following dynamic p-value strategy. For the positive aspects we start with a relatively large p-value, say 0.05, in order not to miss relevant aspects when evidence is still relatively weak. After a number of feedback cycles (e.g. 3) evidence can be expected to have accumulated and the p-value is reduced, to say 0.001, in order to increase precision by avoiding false positive aspects. For negative aspects we take a small p-value (0.005) from the beginning, as negative feedback is necessary only when a certain aspect starts to accumulate in the display of highest ranking images, at which point sufficient examples will be available (see section 5). To monitor evidence accumulation more accurately, explicit user involvement is required e.g. by letting the user indicate fully relevant examples.

4.3. Relevance ranking

Let $M$ be the aspect matrix with columns of boolean variables indicating if images have a given aspect or not.

We can, trivially, determine $N_j^+$ and $N_j^-$ from the image index sets $S^+$ and $S^-$ of positive and negative examples, using sums $\sum_{i=1}^{n^+} M(i, j)$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{n^-} M(i, j)$ respectively, giving the two p-values, $p^+(N^+)$ and $p^-(N^-)$ by (2).

Let $A^+$ be the index set of accepted enhancing aspects, and $A^-$ be the index set of accepted inhibiting aspects, then the relevance $rel_i$ for image $i$ is defined by $rel_i = \sum_j M(i, A_j^+) - \sum_j M(i, A_j^-)$.

Note that, of course, the decision of taking into account an aspect need not be so black-or-white, and a variety of weighting schemes could be devised to obtain softer boundaries.

5. Simulation

5.1. Setup

Simulation of user behavior can proceed directly in terms of the aspects. We use the setup outlined in Figure 4.

The aspect database simulation component determines user and system aspects. The user aspects are the aspects as they are perceived by the user; they guide his interaction with the system, and are also used for query generation. The system aspects on the other hand are based on the features computed for the images; analysis of the feedback data is based on these aspects. The aspect database simulation and testing scenarios adopted are discussed in further detail in section 5.2.

The interface simulation and user feedback simulation together make up the user interaction simulation of the feedback cycle (see section 5.3). The output of this process are the positive and negative example sets, which are transformed by the feedback analysis component into a new relevance ranking of the database images.

Figure 4: Components and their relations for an aspect-based simulation system (see text).

In the following we will be concerned mainly with analyzing two issues. First, as reliable and robust computation of perceptually interesting features is often difficult, we are interested in the effect of aspect errors on retrieval performance. Second, we are interested whether retrieval by aspect-based relevance feedback proceeds regularly. This will be discussed in more detail in section 5.3.

5.2. Aspect database simulation

We test retrieval performance for a database of decoration designs. We have designed and selected a variety of features suitable for representing the global appearance of designs; these include features for: color (e.g. dominant colors, saturation), texture, complexity and periodicity. In addition several features have been computed based on the decomposition of designs into figure and ground, e.g. relative amount of background, background texture, various properties of motifs (e.g. size, number, variation) and their spatial organization. Finally a set of 42 manually annotated semantic category labels (e.g."floral", "geometric") were also available.

Construction of aspects varies by feature type. Binary and discrete features can be converted directly into aspects. For single dimensional numerical features we use quantization. This can be done manually by inspection, or automatically. We have taken an automatic approach based on a grouping mechanism: we take a redundant group of aspects, defined at a number of locations and scales, and consider
only the aspect with the smallest \( p \)-value of the group as a candidate for selection. High aspect redundancy is feasible as computational costs per aspects are very small.

For higher dimensional feature spaces our preferred solution is to take an exemplar or case-based approach. For instance, we have selected a number of simple example shapes as prototype shapes, and defined a “simple-motif” aspect by marking shapes that are close enough to one of the prototypes based on the similarity metric of the MPEG-7 contour shape descriptor ([1]). Another approach constructs data-driven aspects by mining for image clusters in feature spaces, where aspects again follow from cluster membership.

Numerical features are computed for a database of 1018 images that are representative in variety for a much larger (commercial) database. From the features, a total of 350 aspects were derived as described above. To obtain a test set of a size suitable for testing, we have used a sampling method for multivariate binary variables outlined in [6] to extend the aspect matrix to a total of 50000 images. The method simulates new images by sampling aspect values such that the overall aspect image frequencies and their correlations remain as in the original set of real images.

Simulation of aspect errors proceeds by defining two error probabilities, \( p_{10} \) and \( p_{01} \), respectively for type 1 errors of not detecting an aspect in an image, and type 2 errors of assigning an image an aspect it does not possess. Based on these values we consider 5 testing scenarios: (I) no errors: user and system aspects are the same; (II) no type 1 errors; type 2 error rate such that number of images with aspect increases by 25%; (III) reversely, no type 2 errors, type 1 rate leading to a reduction in number of images that are assigned the aspects by a factor of 25%; (IV) equal errors \( p_{10} = p_{01} = 5\% \); and (V) equal errors \( p_{10} = p_{01} = 10\% \).

### 5.3. User interaction model

The query generation component determines a set of positive and negative aspects, called the target aspects; the user is assumed to treat the remaining aspects as neutral. Images that have the positive aspects, and do not have the negative aspects, are the target images.

User behavior with respect to new selection displays is determined by the partition of aspects, into positive, neutral and negative aspects, resulting from the query generation. For the selection of positive examples, we assume the user first ranks the display images and images already in the positive example set based on their number of positive aspects; additionally, a penalty factor (set to 2) is used for possession of negative aspects. He then chooses the positive example set based on this ranking: first, all target images are selected; next, further images are added in the order of decreasing ranking until there are no more images with positive score, or representation of the aspects is already sufficiently strong, i.e. each aspect has a sufficient number of representing images (e.g. 3). For selection of negative examples we assume the user actively pursues selection of examples for a negative aspect only if the selection display manifests a strong accumulation of images with such aspect. Once a negative aspect has become “active”, the user selects examples avoiding positive aspects as much as possible.

If the user detects that he cannot improve his example sets by means of the selection display of highest ranked images, he may opt to leaf through more displays to find additional useful examples for aspects that have not yet sufficiently accumulated: either by proceeding down the ranking, or by choosing a new random selection from the database.

As we are interested if searching proceeds regularly, and we take the view that visiting additional displays interrupts the natural flow of a search, we monitor how often this is required per search as a measure of the irregularity of that search: for each search we define the number \( D_{se} \) of special displays that is visited (after at least one image has been found for each aspect).

A search ends after at most 10 cycles, or usually, at convergence: example sets cannot be improved and all positive aspects have sufficiently accumulated (at least 10 images out of 50).

![Figure 5: Precision-recall graphs for scenarios I through V (see section 5.2).](image)

### 5.4. Results

Figure 5 shows the precision-recall graphs for the 5 scenarios outlined in section 5.2 based on aspects for 50000 images and 250 simulations. To obtain sufficiently many target
images, query generation was based on 3 positive aspects, and 5 inhibiting aspects.

Performance deteriorates depending on the error types. Table 1 shows additional statistics for the five scenarios. For scenario I the average number of displays that is visited to find additional examples is only 4 KB, i.e. about one display per 5 queries. This shows searches generally proceed regularly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>T50</th>
<th>T100</th>
<th>1T</th>
<th>5T</th>
<th>Dp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2.6(3)</td>
<td>3.9(12)</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>2.7(4)</td>
<td>3.8(20)</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2.9(10)</td>
<td>4.2(20)</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2.6(11)</td>
<td>4.0(32)</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.8(26)</td>
<td>4.5(45)</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics for scenarios I through V (see section 5.2). T50: average percentage of target images with ranking within first 50 highest ranked images (1 display); T100: average percentage of target images within 100 highest ranked images (2 displays); 1T: average number of cycles required to get one target image on first display given such target is found; in braces is the percentage of experiments in which no such target was found; 5T: average number of cycles required to get 5 target images on first display given 5 targets are found; Dp: average Dp-value per query as defined in section 5.3.

Table 2 demonstrates the effectiveness of the two-stage p-value strategy described in section 4.2. If we take a fixed p-value p = 0.05, precision decreases substantially as may be expected as the probability of erroneously selecting positive aspects is rather high. On the other hand if the p-value is set to p = 0.001 from the beginning, precision is the same as for the two-stage p-value, but the average regularity of the search is reduced, i.e. the user needs to visit more displays to find suitable example images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>T50</th>
<th>T100</th>
<th>1T</th>
<th>5T</th>
<th>Dp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>two-stage</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2.6(3)</td>
<td>3.9(12)</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p = 0.05</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2.5(8)</td>
<td>3.5(35)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p = 0.001</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2.6(7)</td>
<td>3.9(13)</td>
<td>.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Statistics comparing performance of three different p-value strategies. For an explanation of the captions, see Table 1.

6. Conclusion

Relevance feedback by example selection based on partial relevance is natural user behavior that must be accommodated for in the design of retrieval systems. The aspect-based approach proposed here does so by making sure feedback on feature values is accepted only once evidential support that the user actually intended this feedback is sufficiently strong.

First simulation results confirm the feasibility of this approach. Generally few positive examples are required, and there is a regular progression to the target class. A further interesting property is the lack of need of negative examples solely for obtaining sufficient data for classification.

Selection of positive and negative aspects is based on a comparison of user behavior to the case that he were neutral to the given aspect. What constitutes neutral user behavior will depend on the search context, e.g. which database is used, which subset the user is interested in, or the peculiarities in the search behavior of a given user.

The use of context-conditional aspect collections and context-dependent aspect image frequencies offer an excellent opportunity to adapt the search system to user context. This will be explored in future work. Further work will be directed at more extensive simulations and detailed comparison to other learning methods. Also we intend to study generalizations such as fuzzy aspect possession, and alternative relevance ranking schemes.
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